We present the results based on multiwavelength imaging observations of the prominent dust lane starburst galaxy NGC 1482 aimed to investigate the extinction properties of dust existing in the extreme environment. (B-V) colour-index map derived for the starburst galaxy NGC 1482 confirms two prominent dust lanes running along its optical major axis and are found to extend up to ∼ 11 kpc. In addition to the main lanes, several filamentary structures of dust originating from the central starburst are also evident. Though, the dust is surrounded by exotic environment, the average extinction curve derived for this target galaxy is compatible with the Galactic curve, with R V =3.05, and imply that the dust grains responsible for the optical extinction in the target galaxy are not really different than the canonical grains in the Milky Way. Our estimate of total dust content of NGC 1482 assuming screening effect of dust is ∼ 2.7 × 10 5 M ⊙ , and provide lower limit due to the fact that our method is not sensitive to the intermix component of dust. Comparison of the observed dust in the galaxy with that supplied by the SNe to the ISM, imply that this supply is not sufficient to account for the observed dust and hence point towards the origin of dust in this galaxy through a merger like event.
Introduction
Dust is a crucial component of the interstellar matter (ISM). It provides site for interstellar chemistry and also regulates the thermal balance in various phases of the ISM. It also provides shielding for the dense clouds and hence critically influence the star formation processes. The characteristics of interstellar dust strongly depend on the balance between its formation and destruction, and on the processing of dust grains in the ISM. In the starburst galaxies, where active star formation is taking place, dust grains are not only produced and ejected from stars but are also processed in the ISM. During their starburst phase, the supernova rate (SNe) are enhanced, and hence the hot gas swept up by the reverse and forward shocks propagating within SNe can efficiently destroy the dust grains of larger size (> 0.1 µm) ( [21] , [26] ). Thus, the fate of dust grains in the starburst galaxies is highly uncertain.
Extinction curves, wavelength dependent nature of scattering and absorption of stellar light by dust grains, in optical/UV regime are the prime diagnostic tool to investigate dust properties in the extragalactic environment. They sensitively depend on the composition of dust grains and hence will allow us to estimate the nature as well as origin of dust grains in the external galaxies. Furthermore, to constrain the star formation activities, it is important to accurately determine the amount of dust as well as wavelength dependent nature of dust extinction in this class of galaxies. Though, interstellar dust is an important component, the effective dust extinction of the incident radiation is one of the least understood phenomenon in the extragalactic environment. The difficulties involved in understanding the dust extinction are due to the lack of the knowledge of (i) physical properties of the grains and (ii) their spatial distribution in the external galaxies ( [3] ). Given the spatial distribution of dust, mapped through high resolution multiband data, the foreground dust screen model proposed by [2] can be used to derive the extinction law.
Starburst galaxies while passing through the intense star formation in the central region show enhanced supernova rate. Ejecta from these supernovae combine with the winds and the material ejected from the massive stars in the surrounding area and result in to the expanding super-bubbles around the super star clusters [15] . Present day observing facilities in the Xray domain i.e., Chandra, XMM-Newton and Suzaku, have provided the best mean to study the spatial distribution, temperature and metallicity of hot gas along these outflows ( [35] ,
[36], [31] , [40] , [30] ). X-ray observations of starburst galaxies have also confirmed extended halo of soft X-ray around majority of the starburst galaxies (e.g., [36] and references therein).
In edge-on starburst galaxies, diffuse X-ray emission is traced many kiloparsecs out into the galactic halo and is believed to be the manifestation of the "feedback" from starbursts. Shortlived massive stars in the starburst inject kinetic energy as well as metal enriched gas into their surroundings through the stellar winds and supernovae in the form of "superwind [16] .
In this paper we report on the extinction properties of interstellar dust in the starburst galaxy NGC 1482 and also on the association of dust with other phases of ISM. This galaxy has been detected in the IRAS Survey, with 60 µm and 100 µm flux densities equal to 35.33±0.06 Jy and 45.32±0.05 Jy, respectively. The larger value of S 60µm /S 100µm ∼ 0.77 are indicative of its starburst activity [35] . This galaxy is defined as IR warm due to the higher value of dust grain temperature (T d = 44 K) [42] and is relatively larger than observed in normal galaxies. This is IR bright galaxy with log(L IR /L⊙) = 10.5 [34] , rich in molecular gas and dust [42] and shows signatures of vigorous star formation [39] . On the basis of the prominent dust lane oriented along its optical major axis, this galaxy is classified as peculiar galaxy in the Third Reference Catalogue of Bright Galaxies [7] . In the emission line survey of early-type spiral galaxies [14] , have investigated the presence of filaments & chimneys of ionised gas extending along minor axis of this galaxy [14] . On the basis of emission line imaging analysis [41] have demonstrated the presence of remarkable hour glassshaped optical emission line outflow from nuclear region of this galaxy. The soft X-ray image presented by [36] ; [35] also exhibits bipolar emission along minor axis associating with the optical hour glass-shaped structure. Using the multi-frequency radio observations [19] have reported detection of continuum emission from the central region of this galaxy. Thus, NGC 1482 hosts multiphase ISM and is a potential candidate for the multiwavelength study. Global parameters of NGC 1482 are given in Table 1 .
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we describe the multiband imaging observations and its reduction process. In section 3 we describe the morphology, extinction
properties of dust and its content in NGC 1482. In this section we also describe the X-ray emission properties of NGC 1482. Section 4 describes our results derived from the present work and multiphase association of ISM in the target galaxy. Finally we summarise our results in Section 5.
Observations and data reduction

Optical data
Deep CCD images on the program galaxy NGC 1482 were obtained using Exposure times in different pass bands were 3000 s (B), 3000 s (V), 2400 s (R), 1800 s (I) and 4500 s (H α ) and were usually split into 3 to 5 separate exposures. In addition to the science frames, for calibration purpose, several twilight sky flats in each filter and zero exposure bias frames were also taken during this observing run.
These observations were reduced using standard tasks, such as bias subtraction, flat fielding, etc. available within the Image Reduction and Analysis Facility (IRAF) software. Multiple frames taken in each passband were geometrically aligned to an accuracy better than one tenth of a pixel using the centroids of the common stars in the science frames and were then co-added to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Sky background estimation was carried out using the box method [33] and was then subtracted from the respective passband image.
Reduction of narrow band images centred on Hα emission from NGC 1482 were done in the usual manner as discussed in [28] and using the tasks available within IRAF.
X-ray data
With an objective of studying association of dust and ionised gas with the hot, X-ray emitting gas in this galaxy, we have used the high resolution X-ray data on NGC 1482 available in the archive of Chandra X-ray observatory. NGC 1482 was observed by Chandra an exposure map, the point sources present in the data were detected using the wavdetect tool available within the CIAO adopting a threshold significance of 1.8×10 −6 . A total of 12 point sources were detected on the S3 chip, however, except the two nuclear sources no other point source was found within the optical D 25 ellipse [7] .
Results
Dust properties
Dust morphology
Though this galaxy is known to host a prominent dust lane along its optical major axis ( [7] , [36], [19] ), quantitative investigations on the extinction properties of dust contained in this galaxy are not available. In order to investigate extinction properties, accurate knowledge of the extent as well as morphology of dust in the target galaxy is required. For knowing the The process of deriving the wavelength dependent nature of dust extinction (extinction curve) in this starburst galaxy NGC 1482 is briefly described here and we suggest the reader to refer [29] for more details. To determine the extinction in different pass bands, one has to compare the actual light distribution in the observed galaxy with that expected in the absence of dust. The method adopted here assumes that elliptical and lenticular galaxies have a smooth and symmetric light distribution with respect to their nuclei. Therefore, it is possible to derive dust free models of NGC 1482 by fitting ellipses to the light distribution within the image in different passbands. Any deviations seen in the global brightness profile can be recognised by comparing the light distribution in the actual and model images and can be attributed to the obscuration by dust. The quantum of extinction can be measured by computing how much light is missing in the suspected regions relative to the best fitted smooth profile.
We have fitted ellipses to the isophotes of the galaxy images using the ellipse fitting program available in the stsdas.analysis.isophote package running within the IRAF image processing software and is based on the procedure outlined by [20] . The position angle, ellipticity, and centre of ellipses were free parameters during the fit, as long as the signal reaches the 3σ level of the background. Before the model fit were executed, regions occupied by foreground stars were masked and ignored in the further analysis. The model image constructed using the best fit ellipses was then subtracted from the original image and its residual image was generated. Given the existence of dust features in the residual image, we reiterated the ellipse fitting procedure once again, now with the dusty regions masked and discarded from the fit. This resulted in to the dust free model of the original galaxy with smooth underlying stellar light distribution.
Extinction curve
To investigate quantitative properties of the dust extinction in NGC 1482, we constructed its extinction maps using the final dust free models generated above in the manner, for the dust occupied regions in the starburst galaxy NGC 1482 is shown in Figure 3 (solid line), along with the Galactic curve (dotted line) for comparison (taken from [32] ). From this figure it is clear that the extinction curve derived for NGC 1482 is very similar to the Galactic curve with the R V value equal to 3.05 ± 0.01, little smaller than the Galactic value of 3.1, and is consistent with those reported by [13] , [29] , [11] ). The extinction curve in Figure 3 imply that the grain size distribution within the dusty regions of the starburst galaxy NGC 1482 is almost similar to that of our Galaxy.
Dust mass estimation
The total extinction values measured above are used to estimate mass of the dust hosted by this galaxy following the method described by [13] , [12] and [29] . this method assumes that the chemical composition of the dust grains is uniform throughout the galaxy and is similar to that of the canonical grains in the Milky Way. We use the Mathis, [24] two-component model consisting of spherical silicate and graphite grains with an adequate mixture of sizes, to measure the total dust content in this galaxy. The dust mass was estimated by integrating the dust column density over the dust occupied area (A), yielding:
where Σ d is the dust column density (g cm −2 ); ρ d is the specific grain density (∼ 3 g cm −3 ); The dust grains exposed to high radiation field from young, massive stars get heated and hence can re-radiate as a black body at longer wavelengths. Therefore, alternatively, the dust content in this galaxy was also be derived using the observed IRAS flux densities (F ν ) at 60 µm and 100 µm and employing the equation [42] ,
where D luminosity distance of the galaxy in Mpc; Q ν and B ν (T d ) are the grain emissivity factor and the Planck function for the dust temperature (T d ) at frequency ν, respectively [18] . The dust grain temperature was calculated using the IRAS flux densities at 60 and 100 µm and the single-colour equation 42] and is found to be equal to 44 K. This value is higher compared to dust grain temperature in elliptical galaxies but is consistent with the values reported for starburst galaxies ( [5] and [4] ), and imply that dust in starburst galaxies is relatively "hot". The dust mass estimated from the IRAS flux density is ∼ 1.2 × 10 6 M ⊙ and is higher than the estimate from optical extinction by a factor of 4.4.
This discrepancy in the two estimates is due to the fact that out optical method is insensitive to the intermix component of dust, while IRAS can detected them. Therefore, estimate from IRAS flux densities represent true dust content of the target galaxy. Further, this galaxy is also detected at still longer wavelengths (up to 1300µm) [6] , and hence may enhance this discrepancy if the cold dust hosted by this galaxy is taken in to account.
Morphology of "warm" gas
Hα emission maps for NGC 1482 were already presented by [41] , [36] . However, to examine association of dust with the ionised gas, we have derived its Hα emission maps from our narrow band imaging analysis. To derive the pure emission map of NGC 1482, a PSF matched, properly scaled R band image was subtracted as a continuum from the H α image, and is shown in Figure 4 
X-ray gas
X-ray emission maps
X-ray emission due to outflows from SNe and stellar winds in this starburst galaxy were already reported in past studies ( [41] , [38] . An attempt is made to examine the association of It is apparent that the hard X-ray component is relatively compact and originates from the nuclear region only.
multiphase ISM in this galaxy by comparing multiwavelength observations. For this purpose we derive hot gas emission maps of NGC 1482. Figure 1 region. The hardest component in the energy range of 6.0 -8.0 keV is coming only from the brightest of the nuclear point source (Reg2 in Figure 7 ).
Spectral analysis
With the available sub arcsecond resolution of Chandra telescope, apart from the global properties, it is also possible to investigate the spatially resolved properties of X-ray emission from this galaxy. This will enable us to constrain on the various processes involved in the X-ray emission and also to disentangle contribution of hard components. For the analysis of events in the 0.3-8.0 keV range, the XSPEC (v 12.6) spectral-fitting package was used. To ensure applicability of the χ 2 statistic, spectra were binned as to obtain at least 20 counts per fitting bin before background subtraction. To check consistency of the fitting parameters, for the nuclear sources resulting in fewer than 5 degrees of freedom, unbinned spectra were fitted using C-statistic.
To examine the global properties of hot gas in the target galaxy, we have extracted a point source and background subtracted spectrum of the diffuse emission within the elliptical annulus covering the entire halo part of NGC 1482 and the resulting spectrum is shown in Figure 6 (left panel). For background subtraction we have used properly scaled blanksky files provided by the CXC. Although there is a strong evidence for spatial variations in temperature (Figure 3b & 4) , we found that a single thermal model adequately represents the target galaxy's flux averaged properties. This spectrum was fitted using the standard χ 2 statistic from XSP EC, with an absorbed single temperature component plus power law (wabs Gal (wabs(VMEKAL+Power law))). The absorbing column density was considered to be of two components, one due to the ISM within the Milky Way (Galactic column density, The source and background spectra for Reg 2 were also extracted in the similar way.
A simple absorbed power-law model provides a good fit (C-stat 12.51/11d.o.f.), with total column density n H = 3.54 × 10 22 cm −2 and power-law photon index Γ = 1.67 ± 0.11. The deduced X-ray luminosity is L X = 9.34 × 10 39 erg s −1 , and is higher than Eddington limit.
The spectral fit to the Reg 2 suggest that it lies behind a high column density, and is relatively softer than Reg 1.
It is known that the amount of visual extinction along a typical line of sight through the ISM is strongly correlated with the total column density of hydrogen [1] . Hence we estimated the neutral hydrogen column density using the observed values of colour-excess (E(B-V)) over the extinguished areas through the optical imagery using the relation n H = 5.8×10 21 E(B−V ) atoms cm −2 [1] . In the present analysis the measured value of optical colour-excess lead to the estimation of n H ∼ 4× 10 21 atoms cm −2 and is lower than the derived value from spectral analysis. Our estimates of n H from colour excess matches well with those reported by [19] from the radio observations.
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Discussion
From the X-ray analysis it is apparent that the target galaxy NGC 1482 is embedded in hot (∼ 10 7 K) X-ray emitting gas. The dust grains present in such exotic environment are constantly bombarded by high energetic charged particles, that result in erosion or sputtering of the grains. Further, the elevated shocks due to supernovae and stellar winds in the starburst region can also cause for destruction of larger size grains. As a result, dust grains must be undergoing modulation of their sizes and hence one expect relatively smaller grains in starburst galaxies [27] . This was also confirmed by [22] , where they found that crystallinity of the silicate grains is not possible if the effect of supernovae and stellar winds on grain destruction are taken in to account. Given the smaller grains, extinction curve obeyed by them should be gray of flatter than the Milky Way [3] . However, the average extinction curve derived for this starburst galaxy NGC 1482 using multi-band imaging observations in the optical regime is unexpectedly identical to the Galactic curve (Figure 3 For majority of the starburst galaxies, an association between the kpc-scale dust outflows and concentrations of recent star formation within their central disk has been observed ([36] and the references therein). Additionally, the hot gas pushed out by the massive stars and supernovae in the form of stellar winds is also found to correlate spatially with these two components. An attempt is made to investigate similar association in the target galaxy by examining morphologies of these components. Figure 2(right panel) shows the (B-V) colour-index map derived for this galaxy, superimposed upon which are the Hα emission contours.
This figure reveals an obvious correspondence between the prominent dust lane as well as the extraplanar dust filamentary complexes and that of Hα emission. The emission-line gas appears to be considerably more diffuse than that of the extra planar dust and tends to occupy a far greater filling factor above the disk. However, we recognise that our optical extinction method is insensitive to the diffuse component of dust residing above the disk.
we also checked the association between the dust and the hot gas distribution, by overlaying diffuse the X-ray emission contours on the (B-V) colour-index map of NGC 1482 (Figure 9(b) ).
From this figure it is clear that, though the two components are correlating in the nuclear region, the X-ray emission originating from the SNe and stellar winds have more diffuse and extended distribution. Similar inferences were also derived by past study on this starburst galaxy ([36] , [19] ). Figure 11 represents a tri-colour image derived from the contributions of optical R-band image, Hα emission and X-ray emission, and indicate towards a similar association of the three phases of ISM.
To examine the spatial correspondence between the X-ray emitting gas and the warm ionised gas in a more quantitative manner, we derive the azimuthally averaged radial surface brightness profile for the X-ray emission and compare it with that from the Hα emission. For this purpose circular annuli of width 3 ′′ starting from centre of the NGC 1482 out to a radius of 75 ′′ were created and 0.3-2 keV X-ray photons were extracted from each of the annulus. The azimuthally averaged radial surface brightness profile derived for the diffuse X-ray emission from NGC 1482 is shown in Figure 10 (red data points). We also plot the radial surface brightness profile for the Hα emission from this galaxy (blue colour points). Comparison of the two profiles imply an obvious similarity between the morphologies of two components, Deviation seen in the X-ray profile in the range between 20-35 ′′ are heavily absorbed by the dust grains seen in the optical imagery of NGC 1482.
The issue of origin of dust in starburst galaxies is highly controversial. The internal origin assume main contribution from the atmospheres of asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars. However, AGB stars are too old to account for the presence of dust during the starburst phase of a given galaxy. Therefore, supernovae (SNe) have been recognised as a potential candidate for the injection of dust and gas to the ISM of starburst galaxies, where they can supply ∼ 0.1 to 1 M ⊙ of dust [10] . The dust injected in to the ISM at the same time is processed by the forward and reverse shocks in the hot gas swept up by SNe and hence may get destroyed ( [26] ). With the observed SNe rate in starburst galaxies and considering the two competitive processes of formation and simultaneous destruction of the dust grains, we can estimate total content of dust accumulated by the galaxy over its life time by solving the equation,
, where
is the dust accumulation rate; (
∂t ) is the rate of dust injection by the SNe and stellar winds; M d (t) is the available dust at a given time t; and τ −1 d is the rate of dust grain destruction. Using the measured IR luminosity and the relation given in [25] , we estimate the SNe rate for this galaxy to be equal to 0.14 yr −1 . Assuming that the dust injection has started ∼ 10 8 yr, and are simultaneously destroyed at ∼ 6.0 × 10 −8 yr −1 [9] , we estimate total dust content of this galaxy ∼ 1.1 × 10 5 M ⊙ . Comparison of this estimate with the true dust content of this galaxy indicate that the injected amount of dust is shorter by an order of magnitude than the actual content. This discrepancy may enhance if we include estimate from the observations at the sub mm wavelength [6] . Thus, the internal supply of dust is not sufficient to account for the observed dust, and in turn indicate that at least a part of it might have acquired by the host galaxy through a merger like event.
With the given SNe rate, we can examine whether the kinetic energy supplied by the SNe is adequate to drive the observed superwind outflow. Assuming that SNe are supplying energy at the rate E SN (∼ 10 51 erg), we estimate the total energy injected by the supernova (L kin ) over the dynamical age of the bubbles (∼ 7.5 × 10 6 yr) using L kin = E SN × R SN . This gives a total energy supply of ∼ 10 57 erg and is consistent with that derived by [41] and [19] .
If we assume that only 10 per cent of it is effectively transmitted to the ISM [23] , the net available energy is ∼ 10 56 erg. This estimate is higher than the observed energy in the form of X-ray emission (L X ∼ 5.7 × 10 40 erg s −1 ).
Starburst in the central region of NGC 1482 are known to drive several kiloparsec large outflows supplying metal rich gas to the ISM [36]; [35] . Therefore, to examine the physical properties of this ejecta, we have performed spatially resolved spectral analysis of 0.3-2 keV X-ray photons extracted from the elliptical annuli centred on NGC 1482. Spectra extracted from each of the annular region were fitted with the VMEKAL model. Profile showing variation in temperature of the plasma as a function of distance along the outflow is shown in Figure 8 and indicate gradient in it. This gradient seen in the temperature measurement was also accompanied by the gradient in metallicity value, like those seen in other starburst galaxies. However, these results are not in agreement with those derived by [30] , where they find increase in the metallicity along the outflow.. The lower value of metallicity in the outer region imply that the diffuse hot gas halo is not yet chemically enriched by the superwinds [17] .
Conclusions
The main conclusions derived from this study are:
• (B-V) colour-index map derived for the starburst galaxy NGC 1482 confirms two prominent dust lanes running along its optical major axis and are found to extend up to ∼ 11 kpc. In addition to the main lanes, several filamentary structures of dust originating from the central starburst are also evident. Though, the dust is surrounded by exotic environment, the average extinction curve derived for this target galaxy is compatible with the Galactic curve, with R V =3.05, and imply that the dust grains responsible for the optical extinction in the target galaxy are not really different than the canonical grains in the Milky Way. Our estimate of total dust content of NGC 1482 assuming screening effect of dust is ∼ 2.7 × 10 5 M ⊙ , and provide lower limit due to the fact that our method is not sensitive to the intermix component of dust.
• Adopting present SNe rate for NGC 1482, we quantify total amount of dust supplied by the SNe to the ISM, and was compared with the true dust content of this galaxy from IRAS flux measurements. From this it is observed that the supplied dust is shorter than that actual contained within this starburst galaxy, and hence imply that at least a part of it is acquired by the host galaxy through a merger like event.
• Our multiband imaging analysis reveals a qualitative physical correspondence between the morphologies of the Hα and diffuse X-ray emission was noticed. Similar association is also evident in the kpc-scale dust outflow and its counterparts in the emission line and hot gas.
• With the known SNe rate for this starburst galaxy, we estimate the amount of kinetic energy supplied by the SNe to the ISM and is found to exceed energy available with the hot gas.
• Spatially resolved spectral analysis of the hot gas along outflows exhibit a gradient in the temperature. Similar gradient was also noticed in the measured values of metallicity, indicating that the gas in the halo is not yet enriched.
• High resolution, 2-8 keV Chandra image reveals a pair of point sources in the nuclear region. Absorbed power-law fit to one them gives the hydrogen column density and is higher compared to that estimated from the optical colour excess measurement. The dust mass estimated from the observed X-ray luminosity of this galaxy is in agreement with that estimated from IRAS flux measurements.
